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Abstract

One of aspects of progression from off-line time independent
Probabilistic Safety Assessment (PSA) towards on-line time dependent PSA
or dynamic PSA, which is needed step leading to the Living PSA, is shown in
the paper. It is the comparison of both testing strategies applied to the
redundant components or systems. They are sequential and staggered testing
strategies using subsystem mean unavailability as primary risk measure.
Besides mean, the time dependent unavailabilities which are the roots for the
mean values, are shown and compared for the both cases.

1. Introduction

The main goal of our research was to undertake some of the necessary
steps from off-line time independent Probabilistic Safety Assessment {PSA)
towards on-line time dependent PSA or dynamic PSA, which is needed step
leading to the Living PSA [1]. Secondly we wanted to verify adequacy and
completeness of used PC based PSA software [2] for such a purpose and
to suggest possible improvements.

2. Living PSA

"Living PSA" (Living Probabilistic Safety Assessment) connected to
plant specific data collection system [3] contains thorough models of safety
systems, runs on high capacity, user friendly computer code and is regularly
updated concerning models and their data. Risk monitoring system is only one
of the many applications of "Living PSA", which are run through the design,
construction and whole service life of the plant. Risk monitoring system is
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sometimes called safety monitoring system. The only difference is that risk is
quantitative measure of safety: higher risk indicates lower safety and vice
versa.

The main advantages of "Living PSA" comparing to the PSA are: time
dependent models versus averaged models, current risk output versus average
risk output, capability of being updated on a day to day basis versus
significant time period required for updating, capability of presenting
maintenance as it occurs, on line usage versus off line usage, operator is the
user versus risk specialist, ongoing smaller costs versus single large costs.

The only disadvantage of "Living PSA" versus PSA is that PSA is fully
accepted and standard tool, while "Living PSA" has not been fully accepted
and standard tool yet.

We have focused our research to time dependent models, which by
their implementation rise new questions. One of them is without doubt
analysis and comparison of different test strategies of redundant components.

3. Staggered Versus Sequential Testing

Sequential testing [4], [5], [6] is testing strategy where n
redundant components or systems are tested consecutively, one immediately
after another at the begining of the test interval T, (or at the end). The
duration of each test is Tt.

Staggered testing strategy is testing strategy, where n redundant
components or systems are tested in a way that every n/T, one component or
system is tested.

Sequential Testing:

ABCD ABCD ABCD /SD

I I 1 h
«- T, -* time ->

Staggered Testing:

A B C D A B C O A B C D A

I 1 1 h
*- T , -»• time -»

Figure 1: Comparison of both test strategies

Besides both cases, there are also some other strategies known which
were not taken into account:

simoultaneous testing strategy where n redundant trains are
tested simultaneously (for the test duration time the
unavailability of such a system is equal to one),
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semi staggered strategies which are the combinations of
sequential and staggered testing strategy (semi staggered for
example, where two and two out of four redundant components
are tested every half of the test interval).

Figure 1 shows application of both testing strategies to an example of
four redundant components. The width of letters A, B, C and D is the same
and is equal to test duration time (Tt); (practise: Tt of the sequential tests can
be slightly higher than that of sequential). Test interval (T,) is the time
between test of component A and next test of the same component A.

4. Case Study and Assumptions

We have chosen Engineered Safety Features Actuation System for a
case study. Fault trees developed for the purpose of the PSA Level 1 were
used [7], [8]. Each of the fault trees represents one signal path which
should actuate relevant safety equipment. We have made significant
simplifications to get small fault tree of signal path K601 which actuates
safety injection. Fault tree has only seventeen basic events to concentrate to
the proper modelling of solid state protection system tests (include train A and
B) and analog channels tests (include four channels). We have taken into
account only tests which are performed during normal full power plant
operation. We assumed test duration time of two hours which is average
duration time get by test and maintenance staff (Allowed Outage Time in
Technical Specifications allows four hours for the equipment to be inoperable
for the test purposes) and test interval of three months (2160 hours).

5. Results

Table 1: Comparison of system unavailabilities for both test strategies

T,

720

2160

Without Common Causa Failure*

Sequential Tasting

Qsr

1.94E-6
2.5%

1.45E-6
9%

Qmax

2.10E-6
4%

1.95E-6
13%

Staggered Testing

Qsr

1.89E-6

1.32E-S

Qmax

2.02E-6

1.70E-8

With Common Cause Failures

Sequential Testing

Qsr

2.2BE-5
0.5%

2.23E-5
0.5%

Qmax

2.29E-5
0.6%

2.28E-5
1.5%

Staggered Testing

Qsr

2.27E-5

2.22E-5

Qmax

2.28E-5

2.25E-5

Some of the results are in Table 1 (where Q8r ... mean unavailability,
Qmax ... peak unavailability). We can see that unavailability decreases if the
staggered test strategy is used instead of sequential [9]. Figure 2 and
Figure 3 show time dependent unavailability considering sequential and
staggered testing strategy respectively.
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Figure 2: Sequential testing
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Figure 3: Staggered testing

6. Improved Equation

PC based computer code [2] we used for the analysis offers six basic
event models for different component and equipment modelling and makes
possible time dependent calculation. One of the models is for periodically
tested components. It uses equation:

TL<Tr; (1)

Tr

T,

where:

time since last test
mean time to repair
test interval
test duration time (time when component is off due to test)
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For the detail time dependent analysis of this model representing
periodically tested components we suggest to change the time dependent
unavailability calculation from the equation (1) to equation (2) which would
more precisely represent time dependent unavailability of periodically tested
components:

0<7<(7>-7-f);
(7>-r,)< T< 7> ;

0<

(TrTt

mod T,) < Tr;

mod 7}) < (T,-Tt) ;
» modr,) < T,; G(D-1

(2)

mod

where:

T,

time to first test
time
mean time to repair
test interval
test duration time (time when component is off due to test)

This equation (2) also allows to calculate unavailability of a system
which component or components are out of service for more than normal
testing time (extended repair for example).

Figure 4 shows the time dependent unavailability of a system consisting
of two paralel components in case where test duration time is one day and
mean time to repair three days.
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Figure 4: Unavailability of two paralel components, (Tt = 24 h, Tr = 72 h)
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7. Conclusions

We have achieved both aims of the analysis. First by using the
computer code supported by option of time dependent modelling and time
dependent calculation. Time dependent calculation was done and besides the
step towards the dynamic PSA and better results it offers wide possibilities
in the future: real time risk monitor and modelling the ageing effects for
example. Second goal was realized by suggested enhanced equation for the
unavailability calculation for periodically tested components.

Besides, we have examined the comparison of both testing strategies:
sequential and staggered testing strategy. We have found notable
unavailability reduction at staggered testing strategy at three months test
interval.
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